1. Introduction. A special case of a result of Kaczmarz and Steinhaus [4] (Theorem 2 with a = b) shows that if {a { } (i = 1, 2, •••) is a sequence of real numbers with Σ°Li | a { \ -+ OD and a { -» 0, then the Rademacher series ΣΓ=i a>iRi(%) assumes every preassigned real value c (cardinal number of the continuum) times for x in (0,1]. One object •of this paper is to refine this result in certain directions. We shall prove THEOREM 1. // the sequence {a { } is in l 2 , but not in l l9 then 2Γ=i ciiRi(%) assumes every preassigned real value on a set of Hausdorff dimension 1.
We shall also prove THEOREM 
2.
// {αj is a sequence of bounded variation ' •(ΣΓ=i I a ia i~ι I < °°) which is not in l x but α^-^0, then ΣΠ=i α^R^αO assumes each preassigned real value on a set of Hausdorff dimension at least 1/2.
In § 6, we apply the method of proof to a problem on the distribution of digits in decimal expansions of numbers.
In § 7 through 11, we develop a theory of dimension of level sets for series of the type ΣSLirVβ^α?) where r is a fixed number in the interval [1/2, 1) .
2 Preliminary definitions and lemmas. where the summation is extended over the members of J 2 (X) and inf Jg(x) is with respect to all admissible J ε (X). The Hausdorff dimension of X is defined as dim X = inf s^0 {s \ Λ S X -0}. DEFINITION 3. Suppose x e (0,1]. T n (x) shall be the point in Euclidean w-space whose jth coordinate is given by Ti(x) = ΣΓ=o £in+A%) 2~{ ί+1) (3 = 1,2, ...,w 
Thus dim A ^ (1/n) dim Γ n (A). This completes the proof of Lemma 2. We remark that Lemma 2 has an analogue for the well-known Peano curve (see [3] , pages 
where n is a positive integer,, then dim A ^ nj(2n + 1).
Lemmas 6 and 6A follow from Lemma 2.
3 Proof of Theorem 1. Let a be a real number. Let n be an integer > 1. Let
where 0 < x 3 -^ 1. Let E' be the subset of E whose points have only binary irrational coordinates. Let
, , x' n ) be in Έ f and let x be the (unique) inverse image of x' under T n ; i.e., x' = Γ w (a?). Observe that x is a binary irrational number. We have = ΣΣ n oo oo w
Lemmas 1 and 5 justify the third and fourth equalities, respectively. Let β(a, {αj) be the set of all x in (0,1] such that a = ΣΓ=i a>iRi(x). It follows from (1) that the a? defined above is in β(a, {αj) and hence that T n (β) 3 E'. We now show that dim E r ^n -1. For some integer i(l ^ i ^ n), we must have ΣΓ=i I α (ί _ 1)n+J | = oo. Without loss of generality, we take j" = n. Let A y (i = 1, 2, , n -1) be the subset of the interval (0 < Xj ^ 1] where ΣΓ=i «(»-!)«+*• -Bt(^ ) converges and AJ be the subset of Aj whose points are binary irrational. Let A* = X^^n-X A' s be the Cartesian product of the A\. Suppose x* € A* and x* = (a?*, α; 2 *, , #*_!). Suppose Σ*=ϊ Σi°=i Λ*(»i) α<i-Dn+j = ^i β y Lemma 4, there exists a binary irrational number x* such that ΣΓ=i «(»-!)•+» -B»(«ί) = α: -a le Thus Σ?=i ΣΓ^i α«-i,n+i Λ<(»*) = <*ι + « -«! = a. Hence (»ί, α? a *, , α?ί) e E f . By Lemma 3, the measure of A 5 and AJ is 1. Thus dim A* = n -1. But since the projection of E r on the X^jsn-iXj hyperplane includes A*, dimE'^n-1.
Since this holds for every integer n > 1, the theorem follows.
4. Proof of Theorem 2 Let % be an integer > 1. We can assume, without loss of generality, that the a { are positive. Since {α^} is not in l l9 at least one of the 2n + 1 sequences {α (2n+1)ί _ 2n }, {GWIH-^-D}, , {<x>utn+i)i} (i = 1, 2, •) is not in i 1# We suppose, without loss of generality, that {cL {2n -ri)i} is not in l lm We take s { -±1. Choose s (2w +i)ΐ-( 2 n-i) (i -0, 2, 4, , 2n -2; i = 1, 2, •) as an arbitrary sequence of + l's and -Γs except that an infinity are -1. Put s (2 
, from Lemma 6A, we have that the set on which X diR^x) -a has dimension at least n/(2n + 1). Since n is an arbitrary integer > 1, the theorem follows.
5 Remarks • 1. Theorem 1 could be slightly improved as follows. We could consider the sets /3(τ,δ, {αj) of x where for preassigned numbers 7 and δ (-00 ^ 7 S δ ^ +CXD), Im.^ΣΓ^i^^) = δ and lim^^oo ΣΓ=i <LiRi(%) = 7. If α ? is in i 2 but not in l l9 then dίm/3(7,δ, {αj)-l. 2. It might be interesting to investigate the measure of β (a, {αj) under the hypothesis of Theorem 1. It might also be interesting to determine, if possible, the dimension function (dimension in sense of [2] ) of β(a, {αj). 3. The conclusion of Theorem 2 is not as precise as that of Theorem 1. However, it may be the best possible conclusion. 4. The function sequence {(&*??<(#)} is a probablistically independent function sequence. No explicit use of this property is made, but we believe that this property is implicitly used. We hope later to consider extensions to other probablistically independent function sequences; also extensions to certain lacunary trigonometric series should be considered. We note that R k (x) = sign {sin 2 & πx}.
6 Application. Using the method of proof of Theorem 1, we prove 
2
Since J5ZD{OJ | L(x) -L(x) ^ l//k}, we have, using Lemma 2, dim J5 ^ dim A = 1/fc dim E = (l/fc)(fc -1) = 1 -1/fc for every integer fc > 1. The theorem follows.
7. Geometric series. In § 7-11, we investigate the Hausdorff dimension of the set
where r is a fixed number in (1/2,1), and -ΣΓ=i^ < cc < ΣΓ=i^ The sets β are closed, but not necessarily perfect. Since Σ£=i r l Ri{x) converges absolutely, it is sufficient to consider the sets βχ(θL,r) = {x | ΣΠ=i r%(x) -a; 0 < x ^ 1} with 0 < a < ΣΠ=i r *-Since the dimension of a set is not changed by adding to it a countable set, we add to β x (oL,r) < r <; 2~1 /n with w a fixed integer > 1, we define T n , r (x) as the point in w-space whose ith coordinate is given by (2) TL(x) = (1 ~ r n ) £ e in+j (x) r** (j = 1, 2,..., n).
If a? is of the form p/2 fc (p,jfc integers), T J nιr (x) shall be two valued; one value is given by (2) and the other value is given by (2) with ε in+j (x) replaced by ε' in+j (x) arising from the finite binary expansion. In addition, Ti r (0) = 0 (j = 1, 2, , n). 
9.
Case where r is a root of 2. We consider the case r = 2~1 /? * with n an integer > 1 and obtain
Proof. Suppose w > 1. In this case, C n r is the unit cube and άim(l 2 -i/n tC , Π C;) = n -1. Using Lemmas 7 and 9, we have dim β 1 (a 9 2-lln ) = | log 2~1 /w | dim Γ Λ r (A) = -dim (ί 9 i /n a n C?) Proof. From Lemma 7, dim Γ nr ([0,l]) = 1/1 log r |. Marstrand's theorem [7] , when generalized to n dimensions, states that, for almost every α, the hyperplane l r>a intersects the set 2V r ([0,l] ) in a set of dimension g l/|logr | -1. Thus, from Lemmas 7 and 9, dim (&(α,r)) = ! log r I dim T n , r φ x (a,r)) = | log r | dim (Z rιβ n C n r ) ^ | log r | (1/| log r | -1) = log 2r.
We now prove the second part. We need to show that the dimension of l a>r Π C n r is less than or equal to the dimension of Cl~\ Roughly, we proceed as follows. Note that as r -> (i/"5" -l)/2+, w-> oo.
To prove the theorem, we need two lemmas. 
Then
Let o) = {Xι\f{xd < a )-Since lim a . 1 _ >o+ /(a? 1 ) = 0, α> contains an open binary interval ft)* = (0,(1/2°)) where q is an integer. Choose xϊ e ω* and let α* = /(#ί). Note that α -α* < α < a 2 . By Lemma 12 and then Lemma 11, there exist ε£ -0,1 (k = 2, 3, , n, n + 2, , 2w, 2n + 2, •) (for infinitely many k f e' k = 1) such that ε^r 2 + + ε' n r n + ε; 42 r w+2 + + e[ n r 2n + = a -α* . Then α -α* < α -(α -a 2 ) = a 2 . The proof is then completed as in Case I with ω* in place in α>*.
We remark that Theorem 6 can be generalized to other absolutely convergent Rademacher series Σ?=i (liR^x); namely, those which satisfy conditions of the form 0 < a { \Σ ά>i a 3 -< (τ/5 -4/w -l)/2 for a fixed integer w > 1 and {αj (i = 1, 2, •) a positive monotone sequence. THEOREM 
If r ^ 2~1
/n , then dimβ 1 (a, r) ^ 1 -1/w.
The details of the proof will not be given since it is similar to that of Theorem 6. Since r n ^ 1/2, given a, there exists M such that e in+j -0,1 (l^ j^ n -1, i> M) can be chosen independently and then ε in+j [(Hi^M,Hj^w-l) and (j = n, i = 1, 2, •)] determined so Added in Proof. A sequel to this paper will appear in Proc. Amer. Math. Soc.
